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Update: Expanded Presence …
Lord Maitreya
This is Maitreya. I would have a message to the readership of this website.
Master Kuthumi is at my side. We have been working together with our allies
in the Angelic Kingdom and our allies from off Earth, those who have
sacrificed their time to come and assist us. We have been working together
with supporters among humanity who we have worked with in the past,
directly or indirectly.
It is with great pleasure that I am here to tell you we have found
sponsorship. We have, now, a solid lock on the event, not only one, but two
very closely timed events and a possible third one, all within the two-month
period from 01 December, 2013 to 31 January, 2014. Three events, two for
certain, a third one possible.
I would now yield to Master Kuthumi, who has been working tirelessly to
make this happen. I yield.
Master Kuthumi
It is with mixed emotions that I bring this forward. As has been pointed out
by our human friends, December is not the best month to expect to get
attention, and it is not the best month to ask people to travel. However, for
rather complex energetic reasons, it is important that we have the first
event before the end of 2013.
And thus we push.
The first event will be the first week in December. I would rather not be
specific about location until such time as we have the sponsor’s permission
to go public. I will tell you that it is in one of the world's troubled areas.
Those who are invited will be largely limited to those leaders of humanity we
have been working with in the past and those representatives of the media
who are stationed there or willing to come.
We have chosen an unlikely spot because that is where we are most sorely
needed. When our first requests for sponsorship were denied, we went
looking deeper and realized that where humanity is troubled is where we are
truly needed the most. We began to search that avenue and we have
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succeeded. As soon as we have permission from the sponsors to do so, we
will issue a special notice for those of you who have signed up for the
newsletter.
The second event will be in London in the last half of December, very likely
Christmas week. That much we have been assured, which is, as has been
pointed out, not the ideal time to travel. But we are confident that we will
have an audience there and that those who come will indeed be the leaders
of humanity. We wait for more information to be released from our sponsor.
So the good news is that we do have two events on call, on line and solid
enough that I am willing to say so in public.
The third event we would have in the United States sometime in January.
Depending upon how humanity responds to the first event and the second
event, we will determine whether or not a third event will be appropriate.
I return the channel to Maitreya.
Maitreya
I thank Master Kuthumi for allowing me this time in an area that he has
been using with great dedication to keep you posted. It is rather like
bumping in at the last moment to take credit for someone else's work. But
you see, when we work together in the Community of Spiritual Masters, we
are rather accustomed to that kind of give-and-take.
There has been much said about me being the head the Community. And in
many ways that is true, but in many other ways it is not true. This may be
the wrong platform to say it, but I will say it here. We practice what we
preach. We have been preaching the necessity of group leadership, so that is
the way we have evolved in the Community. We used to be called the
Hierarchy and our structure was rather hierarchical. That is gone. We have
evolved to a group leadership and Master Kuthumi is in that group of
leaders, as am I.
We each have individual responsibilities in that group. My responsibility is
liaison to the direct representative of Mother Earth, frequently called the
Sanat Kumara.
Now, one of the reasons I spoke up today is that I am one who will be
coming forward at these events, every one of them. I will be there. I will not
be in disguise. I will be there as Maitreya and it will be with great pleasure
that I stand in my own name, in my own presence. I will be joined by two
other Masters. One of them is Master St. Germain, who has agreed to return
in his own name, in his own presence. The other is Master Yeshua. He, too,
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has agreed to return in his own name, which is not Jesus. You had better get
used to that. His name is Yeshua. Jesus is the Greek version, as many of you
understand. He will be coming forward as Master Yeshua, with his Hebrew
name and his Hebrew heritage.
We will be joined by two of our allies, two who have earned our deep
gratitude and our deep respect. I am not going to give those names. I
return, with a smile, to Master Kuthumi.
Master Kuthumi
Thank you. I hope the readership does not mind us playing tag in this
manner. Two of our Off-Earth Allies have agreed, I would say, at great
personal cost to be willing to come forth and present themselves in their
own physical bodies and stand in their own names. Both of them have been
panelists since we opened the door to Off-Earth-Allies as panelists last April.
They are Ken’u from the constellation Lyra, head of the Stellar Council here
on planet Earth and Sho, from the Pleiades. These are the two who have
agreed, as I say, at great cost – and, I would add, with personal pleasure
and a certain degree of risk – to come forward.
This is the news that we are most pleased to bring you. Our sponsors are
taking care of all the logistics – the venues, the guest lists, notifying the
press, etc. We are most grateful to them. One of the first things we will do is
offer our services to them, to assist in those issues where they invite us in
and accept the services we offer.
That is the update for this month. We will put out, as has been said,
newsletters letting you know the details and we will have them posted on
our website. I would like to make that clear. This website does not belong to
the channeling team who bring it to you, and they will be the first ones to
tell you that. This website is the spokes-place for the Community of Spiritual
Masters and our Off-Earth Allies.
We hope and we plan that before long we will have a network of websites,
all of which represent us rather than the channels we speak through. We are
working on that, because just as no group should rely upon a single gurulike individual to lead it, we have no wish to rely upon a single website as
the only place you come to for information. We wish to have a network with
a minimum of five websites that work together and share the information
that we bring through so that all the information is on each of these five
websites, perhaps with a specialty. But the public will find all information on
each of these websites and none of them is the only show in town. This is
group work in action, and this is our objective. In this, we have the full
support of the production team who brings you this website.
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This is a lot of update, but this is the time for sharing of good news and we
are very, very pleased to share it. More will be coming.
Thank you.
Master Kuthumi and Lord Maitreya
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The Panelist Group …
The title of this month’s edition sounds rather strange, doesn’t it?
Together, We Love.
What does that mean?
Let us examine each word to understand where we are coming from.
“Together” is the first word. For us, the Panelist Group, this word implies
that divine love is expressed through each living being, through each iota of
energy that is, that exists. Because of that ... because we are all carrying
this divine love in us, we are together ... we are all carriers of divine love.
“We” really emphasizes our bond – the bond that we all have with each
other. It is a “we” not an “I” that is important here. It is the collective that
was created by Source that has priority. It is essential that you, our dear
readers, understand that, understand that this “we” includes us, your friends
and brothers from other dimensions as well. Please always remember that.
“Love” – a word with the highest frequency. A word, a sound, with immense
radiation and effect. A word that was part of our ... of your creation, of the
creation of everything and anything.
“Together, We Love.” Together, we love. This is our teaching: love comes in
different forms and shapes as we all know. No matter what the
circumstances, love is the answer. You may have heard the old Latin
proverb, Amor vincit omnia, which means “love conquers all” and this is
absolutely true – love conquers everything.
In any situation, be aware and assured of love. Find the love aspect in the
situation you are encountering – it may be hidden at first glance, but it is
there. It is always there because everything was created with divine love.
Together, we love. We would like you all to understand that coming from the
point of love, working from and with your heart at all times, is the way into
the future. It is the only way to reconnect consciously to the network of love
that is your inheritance. Many have disconnected from this network. Many
feel unloved, lost, unwanted. This perception is not true. It is an illusion. You
are love. You are pure love. Get rid of this limiting and painful restriction and
enjoy being a part of this wonderful network of divine love.
This network spreads across dimensions. It is a network that we belong to as
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well. It is cross-dimensional and therefore you can be assured of our love for
you, for humanity, for this planet called Earth.
We would encourage you to consciously extend your love to those around
you in your dimension and to those of us who are residing outside your
dimension.
Only when you are consciously aware of this divine network of love and are
using it across dimensions can it function at its peak.
We, the Panelist Group, are very conscious of the love that comes from the
Divine and the love that is reflected by those receiving this love. We observe
that there is still a huge gap between the love that is sent out to you all from
the Divine and the love that you are reflecting and sending back out to the
world around you.
Be conscious of this gap and work on closing it by using your heart energy
more consciously and more often. This is our message: work on yourselves
each day to steadily increase a) your awareness as a recipient of divine love
and b) your awareness of being a transmitter of this divine love.
Once you are fully aligned with receiving and transmitting, i.e., giving back
this divine love, you will notice how you and the world you live in are both
changing or have changed already for the better.
It is a process and each of you, dear readers, is a key player in achieving
this goal of Together, we love ... together, we are One ... together, we are
love.
Please keep this in your heart and be conscious of the fact that each and
every soul is needed to nurture the divine love that you were all born with,
needed to create a world of togetherness and love.
We thank you.
The Panelist Group
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Kenʹu …
Love, it has been said, is that force which binds, which bonds every particle,
every sub-particle, every nanoparticle in all the countless universes, in all
the countless bodies, be they galactically large or infinitesimally small.
Everything holds together from love, through love. Love can be felt. Some
would even say that it can be measured, that it expands, that it contracts,
that it flows and it lives. It is what you might call a reality.
It is that which has called us here, for you see, love seeks to serve as a
living, flaming principle. It has beckoned. It has called us here – your
brethren, your sisters – to help you, to assist, to bolster you at this time of
transition in your sector.
There is nothing new here. We have told you this many times before and in
many ways, but it bears repeating so that you, our human family, can
apprehend more fully, can comprehend more fully, can realize what this
means, what is the true nature, the true significance and the implications for
your race.
It is love that has called us here to do the work of love, that work of counsel
and assistance and service. Love seeks to serve but it requires fertile
ground. And where does it find that fertile ground? In this instance, in the
human heart, in each individual human heart, human being ... in your heart
and your being.
Sense it please. Sense our love. Step out on to the edge and trust. Go with
that feeling and trust. Open to your own heart and you will find that it beats
in rhythm with ours, for we are connected and always have been, through
love. But little time awaits before you will see it manifest. Rejoice.
I am your servant,
Ken’u

(from Lyra)
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Master Kuthumi …
The Masters are not often asked for comments or information on this topic of
love. Humans often speak the word love and yet seem to have severe
problems in understanding love, and especially the concept of universal love.
What we see on this planet today is the word “love” being often used to
explain your attitude toward various items, objects and people with whom
you have a cooperative or emotional relationship. This is often an object, a
pet animal, someone you have known for a long time or even a sexual
partner. The same word “love” is used to explain all of these relationships
where clearly, the word or its true meaning does not fit all of these
categories.
Love is something quite new to the human race. It is not by accident that it
was truly brought forth by Master Yeshua only two thousand years ago when
it was time, we Masters thought, that this idea of love should begin to be
noticed by the human race. Every new idea begins slowly and at a very
simple level so that all can understand. Then the concept grows and evolves
and begins to take on new meanings for new purposes. Historically,
philosophies and religions did not speak much about love, but in more recent
centuries, love has become a part of the everyday vocabulary of humanity.
I believe it is fair to say that at this point in time, humanity has begun to
understand the concept of love on a deeper level. Humanity can now
distinguish between love as passion and love as caring deeply for something
or someone else. It is the idea of being ready to sacrifice something of
yourself for another that humans are becoming aware of today. Whether
that other is a close member of your family or an unknown member of the
human race is not important. What is important is your willingness to sense
the needs of others for help and your need to sacrifice something in order to
help them. This, you now are discovering, is love for another.
This respect for others has grown deeper as the centuries have passed so
that you can now feel love for those you know little about except that they
are members of the human race. You know what it is to feel alone and
abandoned and thus you can have compassion for others who feel alone and
abandoned or have suffered a loss. Still, love is something more than this,
and that something is yet to be fully discovered by the human family on
Earth.
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Evolution will proceed as it always does and bring forth more of the qualities
of love that humans possess but are still not fully aware of today. Your
ability to fully sense and feel and to fully cooperate with this energy of love
is still a long way off, but you are definitely on the right track and
eventually, you will have people in incarnation who are a better example of
this love energy and how it should and can demonstrate in daily life.
People today speak of falling in love and later falling out of love. They
believe they can find love and lose it. This is not love that they are speaking
of but rather the cosmic magnetic Law of Attraction and Repulsion as it
works out through the emotions, which can be greatly misunderstood. This
pair of opposites cannot be separated. If you experience attraction, repulsion
will soon follow. It is part of human life to be attracted to someone or
something and then suffer the pain of loss later. This is because emotions to
a great extent are illusions and thus, when the illusion dies, people say, “I
have fallen out of love” with that which they thought they loved.
This, however, is not love as love has no opposite. When you learn to love
fully – or better to say more fully, because the evolution of love never ends
– that love, not emotion, allows you to be willing to hold on, to hold steady
and cooperate fully in mind, body and spirit. When true love is present in
your relationships, then there is nothing that can pull you away from it.
This is a simple explanation and I do hope that in the future we can say
more about this topic.
Kuthumi
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Derisum …
The topic of this month is Together, We Love. It is so true that these words
are paired, for they must be paired: together and love. One without the
other does not move humanity forward, does not move Creation forward in
the way that is intended. For once we were separated from Source – and we
were all separated from Source – we were sent out to learn and this is what
we have been doing, some of us learning faster than others, some of us
learning more slowly than others. That is irrelevant. What is true now and
what is true for the peoples of Earth is that together, we love.
So who is included in this “together”? Well, it is certainly those of us from
Orion who have come to assist our dearly loved brothers and sisters in the
human family of Earth. We are together with each other, and together with
the other members of human families throughout the cosmos who have
come also to assist our brothers and sisters in the human family on Earth.
And this togetherness grows and it grows larger, for it includes the
Community of Spiritual Masters here on Earth and it includes the entire
human family on Earth. And even that is not enough, for beyond that, we
have Mother Earth herself.
So we have the word “together” that encompasses so many, many of us. We
are the ones who are together and this could go much, much further, but for
our purposes, we will limit it there and let the togetherness of that broad
loving family enter your consciousness and be assimilated there as to how
big “together” really is.
Then, we shall turn to the other word and that is love. How does one define
love? Well, I'm certain other speakers are going to do that. There have been
many, many definitions on Earth, this we know. So I shall give you mine and
simply add to the list of definitions.
For me, love is the light of the Source flowing through me and out into that
vast gathering of together. When each one in that vast gathering has the
light of the Source flowing through them and into the sum of our
togetherness, then we truly have love. When together we share this love
that we each bring through from the Source and send to everyone else, this
is a demonstration of Oneness, for it is the light and the love that flow along
the energetic paths that hold us together.
This brilliantly lighted energetic gathering can be injured, it can have areas
that need to be healed, it can have members who stumble for a moment and
lose the light from the Source. But look at all the beings there are to help
them recover and heal. Think of everything we are together and everything
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we can heal together. Think of it. Think of the light and the power to heal
when we acknowledge that which holds us together.
I think I have used that word “together” plenty enough. I'm sure that you
have heard the term love plenty enough. But I hope you will take a moment
to consider my image and I hope that you feel the joy I feel as I
contemplate that image of Together, We Love.
You are part of that image, every single one of you reading these words is
part of that togetherness. And everyone you care about is part of this
beautiful, wonderful gathering of togetherness.
I thank you from my heart and I thank you with all the light that is flowing
through me into this wonderful gathering where we share the light and the
love from Source and know what it is to be part of such a beautiful, beautiful
gathering. We are together, and together we do love.
Thank you,
Derisum

(from Orion)
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Lady Nada …
Truly, we can begin here with some thoughts towards our gaining ground in
all avenues regarding the process of love, respect and inter-relations
between different parties. The test of time is met with this standard, is it
not?
There has been much spoken about simple love between any two parties,
but I wish to focus on the in-depth spiritual love that spans lifetimes and in
fact engages souls to actions again and again ... for this direct love is bound,
tied together in union and circumstance ... and not just some breeze passing
in the wind.
Soul love is a challenging action that puts the participants to a higher test
than circumstantial love. This love has its own direction and plan rather than
a random walk down a path for a while. It is the enduring, searing
connection that links souls on their joint journeys, compelling them in a
focused manner to make their mark.
Whether male or female, adult or child, father, mother, daughter, son,
cousin, etc., this cohesive relationship of soul-bonding love interplays in your
culture as a lesson pad for those who are engaged in it. The binding love
pulls the karmic situations to the fore, inspiring the parties to deal with the
energies, for love is an attracting force. It draws one to the other with an
almost uncontrollable pull. This magnetic attraction is a manifested law of
nature.
While the parties involved experience a range of emotional yearnings,
flutterings, pains and joys, these workings are purely a law of nature meant
to elicit the bond of love. This bond is mutable but not breakable in the way
things are broken. A transmutation may in one lifetime be bridged by certain
circumstances, but this bridge will lead to a new resting ground to stand
upon in another lifetime.
This type of love has a purpose, a plan, a mission of sorts. It blends the
parties forever in awareness of the other, like a signal being activated when
the other is near. The magnetic pull is so strong as to activate long-held
memories and recognition factors.
As time speeds up, those connected by love will feel increasingly drawn to
one another to work through karmic details and clear up their karma, thus
approaching the changing time with a fresher perspective. We guide those
we can to rendez-vous with those with whom they have this relationship
bond.
The melding of the parties into a unit is a natural progression.
Characteristics intermingle and a true blending occurs that ranges from
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subtle adaption to character absorption. The range is infinite.
Love is an energy and its pull is a guiding force to those involved. We watch
and guide with the intention of helping these parties meet each other
lifetime after lifetime, drawn in by the Law of Attraction.
The binding force of such love is unmistakable. We recognize it around us
and it has the offshoot reaction to brighten our moods and attitudes. The
energetic exchange releases energy that can be detected by others by its
infectious effect.
We work hard to guide souls to each other to allow this phenomenon to
occur. It is building, binding, calming and strengthening. It is the balancing
of the pairs of opposites and so much more. Compassion is gained as a
result and this lends itself to others. In all its many forms and versions, love
is the binding force of the universe that holds us together and carries us
through each life.
Lady Nada
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Mother Mary …
My colleagues have covered much on the topic of love and as you know,
historically, much has been imputed to me in this domain as the Mother, an
exponent of motherly love. And this is a role I continue to nourish, to stand
behind. But I would have you look at it from my perspective – in terms of
one of the greatest needs, contemporary needs, in this domain. And that is
the need for each and every one of you to love yourself.
Yes, to love yourself. You have been taught down the ages to love others, to
do unto others, etc., etc., in terms of the Golden Rule. And this is of course
very good advice. However, you must also, if not first, love yourself. For in
loving yourself, you will know how to love others and automatically render
that love you deeply feel – and feeling is the operative – as well as knowing
yourself and others. At the deepest level, they are one and the same. But in
contemporary society, there is a dearth, a great, great lack of self-love. So
many of you are turned outward, are looking outward ever for love,
approval, connection, and yet do not really know and therefore cannot really
love yourselves, or vice-versa, cannot truly love and then know yourselves.
So much of societal action and education and focus in the developed world is
harshly controlled by perfectionistic standards that not only are unattainable
but that sap the life force, the creativity, the capacity to love and be loved in
so many ways ... leading to isolation and self-loathing, self-neglect and even
many forms of self-mutilation. I would mention the obsession over dieting,
for example, and some of the “modern” diseases of self-absorption like
obesity, anorexia, bulimia, etc. that occur not only as concerns food but in
many other arenas as well. They are most fundamentally a neglect of self, a
lack of loving oneself.
The many forms of this lacking stir my motherly heart and the hearts of all
those on this side of the veil who would gladly partner with you, support
you, love you back, approve of you if you could only unlock the gates to
your own hearts, self-knowledge and self-acceptance. There is a great
starvation in the developed world.
And then in so many other areas of the world where there is strife and chaos
and fear, much fear, and teeming masses and others falling amid
incomprehensible warfare and animosity, in places where there is no peace.
People in abject fear, literally in survival mode, people fleeing for their lives
... all of this is another heart-breaking consequence of heartlessness and
lack of brotherly love.
So I would have you find that key to loving yourselves and to loving others
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and to act like the brothers and sisters of the human family that you are,
laying down your arms, your competition, your greed, your neediness, and
finding your love of self and your brotherhood/sisterhood in the one human
family. When you do this, when you find this love and begin to express it
creatively in sharing, it generates both self-respect and the respect of the
other, and the respect for the One.
This respect shows you the way, allows you to operate at a different level.
And every bit of self-love and self-respect that you generate influences all
around you such that a great tide of love could quickly occur in the world,
replacing the great cry of anguish that is currently clamoring, clamoring
throughout Mother Earth and reaching far beyond like a scream. And every
bit of love, self-love and love for the other opens a pathway to us as well,
those among the Community of Spiritual Masters and your spiritual allies,
your Off-Earth Allies and your Devic Allies, who are doing what they can but
would have an open door to partner with you and could do so much more.
Take a moment every day to go within ... follow the breadcrumbs, find your
inner self, your love for self and your inner peace. And finding that, loving
yourself, you can contribute at the most fundamental, the deepest level, to
saving the world, this world, now.
With all my love,
Mary
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The Venetian Master …
Greetings, my friends!
I asked for my voice to be heard to present to you all my view for I have
much to say on today’s theme of Together, We Love.
You all know that I am an artist at heart – still – no matter in which
dimension I reside.
And as an artist, I always comprehended immediately that what I wanted to
create had to lie within me first. This something lying inside me in front of
my inner eye, my inner world, had to be loved and nurtured by me first so
that I could translate and present it to the outside world in the form of art.
This was my formula for success. I understood that my creation came from
the endless love that resides in and around all of us. I understood that this
love of mine for the idea, the object of my creation and, later, the object of
art in the physical world, so to speak, and I, as its creator, were tied
together forevermore. I realized that all of my art objects were like living
beings to me, like my children, who also served mankind in many different
ways, more than I could imagine at the time of their creation. It is really
strange, not to say bizarre, to be explaining this to this audience as you
have to tap inside me at the time of my life as an artist to grasp what I am
getting at.
Anyway, I realized that the creator and his creation are one. I became aware
that they are always together as a unit and never separated. And from this
awareness, I started to treat my creations, my pieces of art – I treated them
with love and also with respect; I honored them and they honored me back
through the feedback, as you would call it today, the feedback they received
from those art critics of that time who had the last word.
And while I am dictating these words, I allow the feeling of joy, excitement
and positive overwhelm that I experienced thanks to that realization to rush
through the body of my friend, the scribe.
Yes, the objects I created and I were one. We were together. We
reciprocated love and in so doing, we emitted more love to our environment.
Thus, together, we loved.
Do you understand what I am telling you now?
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It is this awareness that you should have by now – the awareness that
everything you create comes from the point of love within yourself and emits
your love, which is divine.
The more you create, the more love there is – from you to your creation,
from your creation back to you, from your and your creation’s joined or
reciprocated love to everybody and everything around you.
It is as simple as that.
Together, we love.
Yes!
Together, we love and emit love to the world.
It is probably much easier for an artist who is used to creating art as his
profession to say that and to understand where I am coming from. It is a
wonderful experience, a kind of epiphany when you realize that you and
your creation are one. You suddenly understand God and the creation that
we are all part of – God and the world around us ... around you ... we are
never separate. We are always together. We are always reciprocating and
emitting this wonderful innate love ... the love for and of creation ... the love
that holds us together, that ties us together.
I could go on and on and on ... my life as an artist was most rewarding as it
brought me closer to the Creator and his creation than you can imagine.
Being a creator of art makes you understand God as you live in different
dimensions at the same time, dealing with the act of creation, experiencing
your own endless love for the work you do and the product of that work. You
are part of this endless flow of creativity, of creation that God is part of ...
and you feel constantly this divine moment of creation and the love that
goes with it.
I also say that together with God, we love the creation. You are never alone
in love. The Creator’s love for you and your love for the creation are always
together, becoming one ... and one we are ... and together we love.
It is a beautiful picture that I have in front of my eyes ... a picture of the
divine love that went out to create us, each of us. And we are reciprocating
the love as the product of this divine love ... we ... together ... we are all
pieces of art created by the most skilled artist, the Creator of all.
Whatever you create, make sure it is in the light of divine creation that
serves as an amplifier for love, connecting us all, bringing us all together
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because Together, We Love!
In gratitude,
The Venetian
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The Unnamed Master …
There is much humans can do to increase their understanding of love. On
this planet, love has not yet reached a point where we can say that the
human race understands fully what love truly is.
The Masters have learned that when we attempt to implement the energy of
love, we first need to help humanity understand that love is the dominant
energy in our solar system, and since our planet is part of this solar system,
it is wrapped in the energy of love. This should make it easy for humanity
to access this energy and make it work for them in their daily lives.
However, anyone can see that this has not been the case in the history of
humanity on this planet.
The reason for this is that love is a quality that requires a fairly high point in
evolution before humans can express this energy. Until recently, humanity
had not yet evolved to the point where it would be beneficial to send
spiritual teachers to teach upon this topic. Not until Master Yeshua came to
introduce this topic of love did humanity see someone demonstrate love in
the dense physical world. Without a great teacher to demonstrate how love
can be expressed in everyday life, it is difficult for humans to imagine
abstractly how the love energy could become a dominant force in human
civilizations.
Today, humanity has taken several major steps toward expressing love in
action and has incorporated the idea of love into building successful
civilizations. I do not wish to belabor this point of humanity beginning to
sense how important love is in your relationships with one another. Rather,
you need to look down the road at where you are collectively going.
Human understanding of love is still in its infancy on this planet. The human
race correctly speaks much about this need for love but most of the time, it
is a love focused on individual relationships, love between two people or the
love they have tried to create within a family circle. Or they apply the word
love to those things that they find attractive. People will say, “I love my car,
I love my home, I love the way my life is going,” or mention anything else
that gives specific pleasure.
Love, however, is not just another word for things you like. Thus, love is not
a quality you can apply to another person or object for a temporary period.
Love, as you will see in the future, will begin to broaden into a fuller
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understanding of what we call the brotherhood of man. If the human race
wishes to evolve and create a new and better civilization, then they must
understand that there has to be a love of the human race, which means all
members of the human race without exception. Therefore, you must have
love for those you do not know and may never meet in life.
You must create the same bond of love with all the strangers in the human
race as you do with those closest to you and the ones you think you love
more than any other. In the future, you will learn to love all members of the
human race equally because you will come to know that you are One in
humanity. There are no divisions when it comes to the human race. The
artificial divisions that have been created over the centuries will all be seen
as illusions as you learn to love all equally.
At this point in human history, it may seem like a rather daunting task to
bring everyone into a true love connection without divisions. Yet, this is
exactly what you must do and you must begin by expanding your circle of
awareness and who you are aware of within your circle of consciousness.
Your human history most likely began with self-love which is really selfpreservation. Later, it expanded to others around you who helped preserve
you from being destroyed by predators and an inhospitable climate. There
came a recognition that without help from other humans, your chances of
survival would be slim. Eventually, that circle of who you wished to treat like
yourselves became larger until it went beyond one tribe and expanded to
others who provided you with additional support.
The wars in the past one hundred years were partially caused by artificial
divisions between people and nations. These barriers prevented humanity
from creating strong ties of love and mutual support. Now is the time for
humanity to take a serious new look at how you can expand love into all
aspects of human endeavor. This will become a time of true brotherhood of
man.
This concept of the brotherhood of man is not new but few could understand
it and still fewer could attempt to put it into practice in the dense physical
world up till now. As you enter into this World Renaissance period, you can
begin to build new civilizations across the world. These new civilizations will
not be one homogenous creation but rather, they will create group harmony
and group harmonious relationships that will give humanity, for the first
time, a climate for the universal brotherhood of man sustained by the
energy of love.
If you remember that the dominant energy that surrounds you is the energy
of love, you can see that it should not be an extraordinary effort to bring this
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love down to the physical level and make it work for all humanity. The new
civilizations that humanity will soon build will place humanity on a new fast
path of evolution.
The Unnamed Master
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Sho …
I like the topic of this month’s edition. Love is available throughout the
universe without limitation, without restriction. Love is pure. It has the
highest frequency. From love we all come. To love we all return.
What do I think of or feel when reading, “Together, We Love”?
The answer is “a lot.”
Throughout the millennia of my working with and for this planet, I have
observed that when an incarnate soul turns consciously to the light that is
pure love, circumstances improve. When more incarnate souls do that
simultaneously, societal change for the better is happening. This is a clear
fact that, unfortunately, is easily forgotten.
“Together” is so much stronger and more potent than “Alone, being on my
own.”
To me, bonding, being together with other souls, is an essential fact of life,
of existence. To be together with others is – or should be – enjoyable. It is
enjoyable when each of us is coming from the point of love and reaches out
in love to everybody along the path.
When we do that ... when we come from the point of love when interacting
with others, we are always in balance. We are open to everything that is
presented to us by our environment, without judgment or condemnation,
when we interact from the point of love.
The point of love is the divine spark that is our hidden treasure, the divine
engine that drives us through life. It is up to us to discover how many
cylinders or horse power we have under the bonnet, i.e., inside us, how
much power we would like to activate during this drive through life because
the full potential is always available and with us.
And now, imagine what it would be like if the group of incarnate souls who
are awakening now, here on this planet, realized collectively that divine
spark of love and its potential, the force that comes with this potential. What
if they tapped consciously into this force field of love, nurturing their own
divine love spark and connecting their divine love spark with those of others
to create a field ... an area of love?
This would be wonderful to watch.
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More and more people are considering working on themselves to make
operating from the point of love the priority in their life. We, your Off-Earth
Allies, are supporting those who are asking us for assistance. We need more
of you to ignite the whole planet using the divine spark of love and keep this
wonderful energy going.
We are in this together.
Together, We Love.
Yes, we, your Off-Earth Allies are your friends. We and you love everything
that Creation has to offer. And this love is not only physical or spiritual love
– it is love without borders.
Love without borders!
Love encompassing everything.
Love in its purest form is the divine love of Creation. And that is when the
one who loves and the one who is loved become one again – they are
together. Together, We Love. Togetherness means love. Do you see now
where this month’s topic is taking you? You are connected by divine love
because divine love created you – it is the building block. This divine love
brings us all together. And this is the reason why Together, We Love.
This is an important piece of the puzzle of life on Earth. The force that
connects us all is the divine spark of love, this never-ending energy that
your scientists are now in the process of discovering and, in doing so,
acknowledging the wisdom of the ancients that had been recorded in many
holy scriptures on this planet.
We are together because of love.
We are energetically tied together because of this very force of love.
We are embedded in love as it surrounds us.
Instead of saying that you are inhaling oxygen as the only component that
keeps you alive based on the discoveries of your scientists so far, you should
be aware that you are inhaling divine love – an energy that is with you all
the time. And this energy of love that we all inhale continuously is our
common denominator. It is our link to the collective, to togetherness.
Together, we love.
Do you understand the deeper meaning now?
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It is important that you become aware of this additional ingredient that you
inhale so that you are conscious of it and can acknowledge it. Because this
ingredient gives you the link to all living organisms, it is the bridge to
Oneness. It brings us all together.
I hope I was clear in my explanation and could open your eyes to yet
another aspect of love.
With my deep appreciation to you all, my dear readers,
I am Sho, your friend.*
(from the Pleaides)

*

MasterSpeak provides the Community of Spiritual Masters and our Off-Earth Allies a forum for discussion. While
each individual has their own perspective, they never fail to work together for the benefit of humanity. For more
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